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Abstract

We have developed a deep learning algorithm for chemical shift prediction for atoms

in molecular crystals that utilizes an atom-centered Gaussian density model for the 3D

data representation of a molecule. We define multiple channels that describe differ-

ent spatial resolutions for each atom type that utilizes cropping, pooling, and con-

catenation to create a multi-resolution 3D-DenseNet architecture (MR-3D-DenseNet).

Because the training and testing time scale linearly with the number of samples, the

MR-3D-DenseNet can exploit data augmentation that takes into account the property

of rotational invariance of the chemical shifts, thereby also increasing the size of the

training dataset by an order of magnitude without additional cost. We obtain very

good agreement for 13C, 15N, and 17O chemical shifts, with the highest accuracy found

for 1H chemical shifts that is equivalent to the best predictions using ab initio quantum

chemistry methods.
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Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) crystallography is an experimental technique to deter-

mine the structure of complex materials,1,2 biomolecules such as proteins,3,4 as well as small

molecules and pharmaceuticals5–7 in the solid state. In practice, NMR crystallography is a

structural model building procedure that depends on a number of NMR data types, of which

chemical shifts in particular play a prominent role. A strength of NMR chemical shift data

is its excellent sensitivity to hydrogen8 which, given the importance of hydrogen-bonding in

most molecular systems, makes it very complementary to X-ray diffraction techniques.

In the case where little is known about the chemical bonding of an unknown struc-

ture, the experimental measurements for chemical shifts are compared to the results of ab

initio methods based on density functional theory (DFT), typically using Gauge-Including

Projector-Augmented Waves (GIPAW) methods.9 However, because of the cubic compu-

tational complexity scaling with the number of atoms (O(N3)), alternative methods are

being actively investigated to mitigate its large computational cost, especially for large sys-

tems. Many of these more inexpensive approaches are focused on fragment models that

incorporate the long-range many-body polarization effects of the lattice environment via

electrostatic embedding, such as the self-consistent reproduction of the Madelung potential

(SCRMP).10 When combined with a DFT calculation within the cluster, this models has

shown comparable results to GIPAW for chemical shift prediction.

An alternative approach is to apply machine learning methods to predict the experi-

mental and/or DFT results for systems ranging from proteins in solution11–15 to solid-state

materials.1,2,16 Cuny et al. reported a fully connected shallow neural network to predict the

quadrupolar couplings and chemical shifts in silica materials for 17O and 29Si using symmet-

ric functions of the Cartesian coordinates as the input.17 Paruzzo et al. applied the kernel

ridge regression (KRR) using a smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) kernel, that also

directly incorporates rotational invariance of the chemical shift value to applied magnetic

field, for molecular crystal systems.18 However, the KRR approach requires O(N2) complex-
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ity for calculating the similarity kernel matrix, and quadratic-to-cubic complexity for kernel

matrix inversion, which is ultimately not tenable for large training and testing datasets.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied to several problems in chem-

istry and biology, such as enzyme classification,19 molecular representation,20 amino acid

environment similarity,21 and potential energy prediction.22 They have not to the best of

our knowledge been applied to NMR crystallography property prediction. There are a num-

ber of deep network variants that have been developed to address important deficiencies of a

vanilla CNN, which are hard to train because of the vanishing (or exploding) gradient prob-

lem. This is because the repeated application of non-linear activation functions cause later

outputs in the deep layers to flatten out, and back-propagated gradients are then diminished.

Residual networks (ResNets) were developed to precondition the network to learn the

residual of a non-linear mapping by referencing it to an identity mapping, which is easier to

train due to the presence in the network architecture of "identity shortcut connections".23

Because these network connections skip layers, there is more direct information flow from

the loss function to correct the weight parameters of earlier layers. DenseNets build on these

ideas by also utilizing skipped connections for better gradient flow, while at the same time

also performing concatenation of feature maps that permits greater propagation and reuse

of features in what is termed "deeper supervised learning".24

Here we report a machine learning approach to predict chemical shifts in the solid-state

for hydrogen (1H), carbon (13C), nitrogen (15N) and oxygen (17O) based on a multi-resolution

(MR) spatial data representation, where each resolution level and atom type is formulated

as an independent channel of a deep learning 3D-DenseNet architecture. We find that

introducing concatenation of pooling layers (at reduced resolution) with cropping of feature

maps (retaining high resolution features with reduced size) of the transformed data, combine

with the MR input data representation to non-trivially contribute to the accuracy of chemical

shift prediction. The resulting MR-3D-Densenet removes the restrictions imposed by KRR,

i.e. the need to build in rotational invariance of chemical shifts as well as the limitations to
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small data sets,18 in order to take advantage of a data augmentation procedure in which we

rotate the chemical environment for each atom in a sample, thereby increasing the data set

size by close to an order of magnitude with little computational expense.

Using the greater capacity of the MR-3D-DenseNet deep network, we obtain chemical

shift prediction performance on all atom types that outperforms the previous KRR machine

learning method. More importantly it now predicts 1H chemical shifts that are of the same

quality as the best ab initio predictions, with RMSE error of 0.37 ppm, while the chemical

shift prediction of 13C, 15N, and 17O will undoubtedly improve further once more unique

training samples are made available to exploit the deep network architecture. However, given

the far better computational scaling of the multi-resolution 3D-DenseNet, we can afford to

address this deficiency with much larger data sets than currently available in future studies.

Results

Data Representation

The molecular crystal structures are from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD),25

comprising 2,000 crystal structures in the training dataset and 500 crystal structures in the

testing dataset. The coordinates of atoms in the unit cell, and the corresponding calculated

chemical shieldings, are as given in the reported literature by Paruzzo and co-workers.18 This

resulted in the number of unaugmented 3D samples for training and testing for each of the

atom types as given in Table 1. No further data selection or cleaning procedures are applied

to the original dataset, except that 0.05% outliers (chemical shielding < 0 or > 40) in the

1H-NMR training dataset were removed.

Given the limited number of examples in the training dataset, we apply a physically

motivated data augmentation method to improve the prediction performance of the MR-

3D-DenseNet model. Since the chemical shift is invariant under rotational operations, we

augment the data by rotating the Cartesian coordinates of atoms randomly with the Euler
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Table 1: The number of samples in training and testing datasets with and without
data augmentation.

Atom Type
Number of Samples

Training Dataset Testing Dataset
w/o Augmentation w/ Augmentation w/o Augmentation w/ Augmentation

1H 76,174 609,392 29,913 239,304
13C 58,148 465,184 26,607 212,856
15N 27,814 222,512 2,713 21,704
17O 25,924 207,392 5,404 43,232

angles uniformly distributed between [−π
2
, π
2
] along each of x, y and z axis. During the train-

ing phase, both the original data and augmented data are included in the training dataset.

During the testing phase, we average the prediction results among 8 different rotation con-

figurations. The final number of training and testing examples after this augmentation are

given in Table 1.

The input data representation to the MR-3D-DenseNet assumes that chemical shifts are

sensitive to the electron density distribution of atoms in molecules. Hence a molecule is

represented on a 3D grid in which each atom takes on a radial Gaussian density. The 3D

image is a bounded box with 16× 16× 16 voxels, with the density D(rrr) at each voxel taken

as a sum of Gaussian distributions from all of the atoms

D(rrr) =
∑
rrr′∈A

exp(−||r
rr − rrr′||2

σ2
) (1)

where the summation runs over atoms of a given atom type A and the rrr′ are the corresponding

atomic centers. The coordinate rrr = (x, y, z) at the center of voxel (with index (i, j, k)) is

calculated as

rrr = (x, y, z) = (
(15
2
− i)d
15

,
(15
2
− j)d
15

,
(15
2
− k)d
15

) (2)

where d is the grid resolution. Unlike the Gaussian smearing method reported in literature,20

we calculate the density at the center of the voxel numerically using 16-bit floating point
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numbers. We also considered additional electron density representations including Slater

orbitals and calculated from the inverse Fourier transform of the atomic form factor, but

found that they performed worse than the Gaussian representation that can be explained by

their heavy tails (see supplementary information).

Figure 1: Visualization of the Gaussian densities of atoms on different grid sizes. Represen-
tative example is shown for carbon channels on (a) 4 Å and (b) 10 Å grid. The densities are
visualized through Mayavi package.26

The atom whose chemical shift is being evaluated is placed at the center of the 3D grid,

and its chemical environment is represented by calculating the density under different grid

sizes, where d = 4 Å, 6 Å, 8 Å, 10 Å, and 14 Å, each of which is represented by a dedicated

channel in the MR-3D-DenseNet model. Under each grid size, we divide the density based on

the atom types into 4 different channels for 1H, 13C, 15N, 17O, respectively, resulting in a total

of 20 separate channels in the MR-3D-DenseNet network. Figure 1 shows a visualization of

the carbon channels of the molecule (Z)-2-Hydroxy-3,3’,4’-trimethoxystilbene (reported by

Stomberg et al.27) at two different grid size resolutions.

Machine Learning Models

In this study, we designed a modification to a standard DenseNet that is motivated by the

hypothesis that the importance of a given voxel increases as the distance between it and the
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investigated atom decreases, which is represented by multi-resolution channels. A schematic

of the MR-3D-DenseNet architecture is shown in Figure 2, and is comprised of a regular

3 × 3 × 3 convolutional layer followed by two DenseNet blocks with a 1 × 1 × 1 transition

convolutional layer in between them. The flattened output from the last DenseNet block is

then fully connected to a layer with 256 units which is fully connected to a 128 unit layer,

which is then fully connected to the output layer. Each DenseNet block has four repeating

units: each repeating unit has two 1× 1× 1 bottleneck convolutional layers with 256 and 64

channels followed by a 3× 3× 3 convolution layer with 64 channels. The MR-3D-DenseNet

utilizes cropping and pooling such that at the end of each block, we concatenate the 2×2×2

average pooling layer and the cropping of the center segment of the feature map with the

same size ( l
2
, where l is the current feature map size). This retains low and high resolution

features throughout the deep layers. Using this network architecture, we describe the detailed

training protocol and hyperparameters in Methods.

Figure 2: Illustration of the overall architecture of the MR-3D-DenseNet model. (a)
Flowchart of the network (b) Illustration of 3×3×3 convolution layer prior to the first dense
block (c) Illustration of the repeating unit in DenseNet block that contains two 1 × 1 × 1
convolution layers followed by a 3× 3× 3 convolution layer (d) Illustration of the cropping
layer from the center of the feature map.
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Prediction Performance

The performance on chemical shift predictions for all atoms using MR-3D-DenseNet com-

pared to KRR is summarized in Table 2. The testing RMSEs of chemical shifts for 1H,

13C, 15N, and 17O using the MR-3D-DenseNet architecture is found to be 0.37 ppm, 3.3

ppm, 10.2 ppm and 15.3 ppm, which are 24%, 23%, 23% and 14% lower than the RMSEs

given by a KRR method.18 Among the four atom types, the prediction performance of 1H is

competitive in quality to both full and embedded ab initio methods, with GIPAW/PBE and

SCRMP/PBE0 having RMSEs of 0.43 ppm and 0.33 ppm respectively.10,28 Although the

predictions on the other atom types are very good, we attribute their lessened performance

with respect to ab initio models as a lack of unique data compared to that available for 1H

(Table 1), a point to which we return to later.

Table 2: Testing RMSEs (ppm) using MR-3D-DenseNet. We also report the
improvement of RMSE in percentage compared to KRR18 and the R2 values
using MR-3D-DenseNet.

Atom Type MR-3D-DenseNet R2

H 0.37 (24%) 0.9856
C 3.3 (23%) 0.9957
N 10.2 (23%) 0.9916
O 15.3 (14%) 0.9933

In a separate publication, we will present a full study of different deep learning architec-

tures, but here we contrast the best MR-3D-DenseNet model to the KRR machine learning

method for which results are available on the same chemical shift problem.18 We can at-

tribute the success of the MR-3D-DenseNet approach based on three factors: (1) the greater

flexibility in input representation of individual atom types and spatial resolution, and the

advantages of concatenation of the pooling and cropping operations in the architecture, (2)

the dependence on the size and quality of the training set, and (3) the ability to learn

chemical bonding features, all of which are unique to chemical shift prediction using the

MR-3D-DenseNet architecture.
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In regards the first point we decompose the MR-3D-DenseNet result based on its multi-

resolution input representation (MR-Input) with no special concatenation of pooling and

cropping operations vs. the multi-resolution architecture (MR-Arch) that utilizes pooling

and cropping but takes in only a single resolution input representation. It is evident that the

input and architecture features trained in isolation of each other offer significant improve-

ments in performance over KRR, with further benefit being realized by their combined used

in MR-3D-DenseNet (Table 3). The main limitation of the MR-Arch model is that the 3D-

grid size of the single resolution input depends on the atom under consideration. In contrast,

using a MR-Input model allows different resolution grid sizes to be easily combined without

pre-screening for each atom type. Moreover, combining MR-Input with the concatenation

of the pooling at lower resolutions with the feature map close to the investigated atom at

higher resolution, which provides a pathway for information to flow through the intermediate

feature space for the full MR-3D-DenseNet, to arrive at the best prediction performance.

Table 3: Testing RMSEs (ppm) for KRR and using different multi-resolution
features of the MR-3D-DenseNet model for each atom type: MR-Arch, MR-
Input, and MR-3D-DenseNet. For the single-resolution input, the MR-Arch
model is sensitive to the grid size for a given atom type (parentheses).

Atom Type KRR MR-Arch MR-Input 3D-MR-DenseNet
H 0.49 0.38 (10 Å) 0.38 0.37
C 4.3 3.5 (6 Å) 3.5 3.3
N 13.3 10.2 (8 Å) 10.3 10.2
O 17.7 16.3 (6 Å) 15.6 15.3

Furthermore, the success of any neural network model is highly dependent on the size,

variety and quality of the training dataset. To understand the effect of the training data size,

we examine the 1H chemical shift testing RMSE for KRR and the MR-3D-DenseNet model as

a function of increasing number of training examples (Figure 3a). As expected the prediction

performance of MR-3D-DenseNet ultimately improves over KRR when 1000’s of samples are

added into the training dataset. However, the MR-3D-DenseNet has the capacity to exploit

the augmented data to outperform the KRR model even with only 100 training structures.
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Although it might be argued that the KRR model has no need for the augmented data, since

rotational invariance is built directly into the kernel, the data augmentation is clearly doing

something more than invoking the rotational invariance feature of the chemical shift (i.e. the

performance would be the same otherwise). In addition, augmentation of the testing dataset

can be seen as equivalent to an ensemble averaging prediction without the need to retrain

many networks to realize the same benefit, lowering the testing RMSE further to realize the

best MR-3D-DenseNet performance (Figure 3a).

Figure 3: Testing RMSEs and timings for 1H chemical shift for different numbers of sam-
ples using the MR-3D-DenseNet. (a) using no augmentation (red), with training dataset
8-fold augmentation (green), using both training and testing dataset with 8-fold augmen-
tation (blue), and compared to the testing error reported previously for KRR on the same
dataset18 (black). The models are trained under the same number of batches to obtain a
fair comparison; for example, when the data is augmented by 8-fold, the number of training
epochs and the learning rate decay decrease to 1/8. (b) Training (8-fold) time of MR-3D-
DenseNet model for the 1H chemical shift. The testing time (1-fold) of 1H chemical shift is
about 4-5 minutes for 500 testing structures and is independent on the number of training
structures. The training and testing time are benchmarked on Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU.

How to discover what the data augmentation is providing can’t be easily captured with

KRR due its unfavorable computational scaling for kernel matrix computation and kernel

matrix inversion. By contrast the training time for the MR-3D-DenseNet model scales lin-

early with the number of training samples (Figure 3b). More importantly, the prediction

time of MR-3D-DenseNet with a trained model does not scale with the number of training
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examples, whereas the testing time for KRR scales linearly because the similarity kernel has

to be calculated using all of the training samples. In totality, the MR-3D-DenseNet architec-

ture with data augmentation yields a much tighter prediction error across the unique data

across all atom types relative to KRR as seen in Figure 4. We found that further increasing

the data augmentation to 16-fold rotations or adding the effects of small vibrational smear-

ing of atom positions had a neutral effect on the prediction performance. Instead Figure 4

emphasizes that creating more unique data for the heavy atoms will certainly improve the

MR-3D-DenseNet performance relative to ab initio models, as the number of heavy atom

samples are limited compared to 1H samples in the current dataset.

Figure 4: Histogram of testing error distribution comparing MR-3D-DenseNet and KRR for
(a) 1H, (b) 13C, (c) 15N and (d) 17O

The MR-3D-DenseNet model is interpretable by extracting the chemical bonding and
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hydrogen-bonding information that is clearly relevant for 1H chemical shift prediction using

principle component analysis (PCA). We visualize the distribution of the data in the last

fully connected layer by applying PCA to project the data onto a 3D space as shown in

Figure 5. The first three components can explain > 95% of the variances of the data

(using the explained ratio with different number of component as plotted in Figure S2 in

the supplementary information). Even though no explicit bonding information was provided

as the input of the neural network, the model is capable of separating the C-H, N-H, and

O-H bond clusters. Furthermore, for N-H and O-H bonds, the hydrogen which or do not act

as a hydrogen-bonding donor are clustered individually. This analysis proves that the 3D-

DenseNet can extract relevant chemical interpretations for chemical shifts, similar to what

has been reported for other structural properties in proteins.11–15

Figure 5: Visualization of the data in the last fully connected layer by projecting the data
into 3D space using principle component analysis (PCA). It shows the clustering of different
(a) chemical bonds and (b) hydrogen bonds.

Conclusion

We have presented a 3D-DenseNet deep learning model that exploits a multi-resolution ap-

proach for NMR chemical shift prediction of atoms in molecular crystals. A unique feature

of our deep learning model is the use of multi-resolution spatial input data organized into
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individualized channels for each atom type, that provides a learning framework for different

tasks which are sensitive to the density representation with different cut-off sizes. Fur-

thermore, the multi-resolution architecture combines the benefits of both pooling and the

high-resolution feature map close to the investigated atom, which can potentially be applied

to the prediction of other chemical properties sensitive to different length scales.

In addition to its greater flexibility in representing spatial density distributions, the 3D-

DenseNet can more efficiently handle much larger data sets. In comparison to the KRR

approach, the 3D-DenseNet method has the capacity and favorable scaling characteristics

that allowed us to increase the training data by an order of magnitude through rotation of

the input samples to predict chemical shift values based in part on the rotational invariance

property of chemical shifts. As a result, the totality of our deep learning approach can

predict the chemical shifts more accurately, especially for 1H chemical shifts which has a

testing error that is equivalent to the highest level of chemical accuracy possible with ab

initio methods.

The accurate chemical shift prediction of 1H is important for the structure characteri-

zation of many solid-state chemistry and biological systems as NMR crystallography is one

of the most powerful techniques to study the structure and dynamics of hydrogen atoms in

solid-state under natural abundance. Although our chemical shift prediction for other heavy

atom data types were significantly improved with respect to KRR, it does not reach the same

level of accuracy, almost certainly due to the more limited amount of data available that

prevents us exploiting the capacity of the MR-3D-DenseNet. This highlights the importance

of the size and diversity of training dataset, which will be a topic of future work for chemical

shift prediction for 13C, 15N and 17O.
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Methods

The neural network is implemented using Keras29 with Tensorflow30 as the backend. The

neural network architecture and hyperparameters are optimized through a 4-fold cross-

validation on the training dataset. We trained four dedicated models for the chemical

shift prediction of 1H, 13C, 15N and 17O-NMR separately. To accelerate the convergence,

we subtract the mean of the chemical shielding values and divide them by 1, 10, 30, 40 for

1H, 13C, 15N and 17O-NMR respectively during the training phase. The mean and scaling

factors are applied back during the testing phase. Each layer is followed by a batch nor-

malization (BatchNorm31) layer, and a rectified linear units (ReLU32) layer. There are two

dropout layers added after each fully connected layers with rate 0.1. The L2 regularizer

with λ = 3 × 10−5 is applied to all the weights in the neural network. The training epochs

used are 12, 15, 24 and 24, and the decay rates α are 0.6, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.25 for 1H, 13C,

15N and 17O, respectively. The batch size is fixed to 128. The learning rate starts with

10−3 and decays exponentially. In epoch i, the learning rate is decayed to 10−3 × exp(−iα).

The hyperparameter details are summarized in Table 4. The testing RMSEs are reported by

averaging the results from at least three experiments in which the models are initialized with

different random seed and the training data are shuffled in random order in each training

epoch. The standard deviations of RMSEs are 0.0026 ppm, 0.038 ppm, 0.08 ppm and 0.27

ppm.

Table 4: Number of epochs and learning rate decay.

Atom Type Number of Training Epoch Decay Rate α
1H 12 0.6
13C 15 0.5
15N 24 0.25
17O 24 0.25
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